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As the ultimate goal of the main market operators, to achieve the maximizat ion 
of corporate value has been increasingly theorists and practitioner's attention, and 
tax avoidance as a corporate tax decision-making has been widely recognized for 
many studies. Does tax avoidance help to increase enterprise value? Classical 
economists usually think that tax avoidance can enable enterprises to obtain more  
after-tax income, which will increase enterprise value. This traditional concept is 
undoubtedly the implementation of tax avoidance provides the most direct 
theoretical support. However, the concept of tax avoidance agent based on principa l-
agent theory suggests that tax avoidance has brought tax avoidance income, but it 
also increases the cost of agency, and the uncertainty of enterprise value is uncertain. 
In addition, as the core of the tax management activities, tax collection level directly 
affect the business and its business decision-making behavior. On the one hand, 
raising the level of tax collection will act directly on the value of the enterprise in 
the form of taxation. On the other hand, the coupling effect of the improvement of 
tax collection level objectively to the corporate governance will also have an impact 
on the enterprise value. Finally, the improvement of tax collection level can enhance 
enterprises value depends on the tax effect and the strength of corporate governance. 
So, for China's listed companies, tax collection level, tax avoidance degree and 
enterprise value is what kind of interaction between the role and mechanism? Based 
on the A-share listed companies in China from 2008 to 2013, this paper constructs 
the theoretical model of tax collection level, tax avoidance degree and enterprise 
value, and makes a theoretical analysis and empirical analysis. The results show that 
the deeper tax avoidance degree of the enterprise, the more damage will be to the 
enterprise value, and the increase of tax collection level will help to enhance the 
enterprise value. In addition, with the tax authorities to raise the level of tax 
collection, tax avoidance degree on enterprise value will be smaller and smaller. 
Therefore, in the enterprise's value management and tax authorities in the process of 
tax administration, it is recommended that enterprises should pay tax compliance 
according to law, the tax authorities should raise tax collection level according to the 
law, the two sides should re-understand, attach great importance to and jointly 
promote tax collection to actively play the corporate governance effect, and 
ultimately to achieve a harmonious and win-win situation. 
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